
Lesson 11
Unit Review
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Target Language 

In this lesson, we will review:

the key words in different topics;

some useful expressions and grammar structures;

a topic-related passage.



Review the key words in different topics.
Cross out the word that does not belong to the group.

C
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keyboard

washing machine

truck

carousel

school

headset

TV

mouse vacuum cleaner

refrigerator airplane clinic

bus library

amusement park

swing ride

Ferris wheel

motorbike

train

monitor
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Review the key words in different topics.
Guess the word based on the given description.

1. They put out fires and rescue people.

2. It is put in the living room to seat more people.

3. It is where we prepare and cook food. 

4. It has two wheels like a motorbike. 

5. Paramedics ride on it to take patients to the hospital. 
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Review the key sentences.
Match the sentences with the correct picture.

4. Riding the roller coaster is scary.

2. A vacuum cleaner is noisy when used.

1. I will take the headset to the computer shop. 

5. The grocery store is far from here.

3. I sometimes feel seasick when I’m on a ship. 

A B C D E
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Review the key sentences.
Match to complete the expression.

I have thought of because it’s comfortable.

I’d prefer a bigger table for my dining room.

I often stay in my bedroom

I think driving a car is 

becoming a policeman.

to report a fire.

harmful to the environment.I need to call a fire truck
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Review the useful expressions.
Choose the word that best fits the sentence.

2. I need a refrigerator to _____ food.

A store B cook C prepare

Use the _____ to type a word.1.

A mouse B keyboard C monitor

We go to the _____ station to take the ____. 3.

A subway; train B sea; ship C air; airplane
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Review the useful expressions.
Choose the word that best fits the sentence.

5. I will borrow some books from the _______.

I think riding the swing ride is ____ than riding the roller coaster.4.

A scary B scarier C more scary

A grocery store B school C library

I shower in the _______.6.

A bathroom B kitchen C living room



General review
Fill in the blanks with the correct words you learned from this unit.
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Modern Conveniences

Life is easier today because of technology. At home, we can wash our clothes using the  

w________ instead of washing them by hand. In schools and offices, we can type words 

using a k_______ instead of writing them down with pen and paper. To travel, people can go 

to the s______ to take the train. If they want to go to farther places, they can go to the  

airport to take the a_______.

Technology has also improved entertainment. Amusement park rides are now popular, 

like the  r_______ where we ride on cars that go round and round. 

These modern conveniences help us live our lives with comfort so, we should put them 

to good use. 


